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Accessible hotspots for single-protein SERS
in DNA-origami assembled gold nanorod
dimers with tip-to-tip alignment

FrancisSchuknecht 1,4, KarolKołątaj2,3,4,MichaelSteinberger1, TimLiedl 2 &
Theobald Lohmueller 1

The label-free identification of individual proteins from liquid samples by
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy is a highly desirable
goal in biomedical diagnostics. However, the small Raman scattering cross-
section of most (bio-)molecules requires a means to strongly amplify their
Raman signal for successfulmeasurement, especially for singlemolecules. This
amplification can be achieved in a plasmonic hotspot that forms between two
adjacent gold nanospheres. However, the small (≈1−2 nm) gaps typically
required for single-molecule measurements are not accessible for most pro-
teins. A useful strategy would thus involve dimer structures with gaps large
enough to accommodate single proteins, whilst providing sufficient field
enhancement for single-molecule SERS. Here, we report on using a DNA ori-
gami scaffold for tip-to-tip alignment of gold nanorods with an average gap
size of 8 nm. The gaps are accessible to streptavidin and thrombin, which are
captured at the plasmonic hotspot by specific anchoring sites on the origami
template. The field enhancement achieved for the nanorod dimers is sufficient
for single-protein SERS spectroscopy with sub-second integration times. This
design for SERS probes composed of DNA origami with accessible hotspots
promotes future use for single-molecule biodiagnostics in the near-
infrared range.

The label-free detection of single proteins or other small biomolecules
from liquid samples is of great significance in biomedical diagnostics
and pharmacology. Several experimental approaches have been
developed towards this goal, such as nanopore conductance
measurements1, interferometric detection2 and localized surface
plasmon based sensing3. However, most methods do not provide
detailed chemical information about the analyte, making an unam-
biguous identification challenging. Raman and infrared (IR) spectra on
the other hand, provide a unique chemical fingerprint of themeasured
sample. While this seems ideal for label-free biomolecule detection,

both methods also display limitations. IR spectroscopy is not compa-
tible with measurements in aqueous solution due to the high absorp-
tionofwatermolecules in thiswavelength range. Ramanspectroscopy,
on the other hand, is limited by the weak Raman scattering cross-
sections of mostmolecules, which are typically between ≈10−27 to 10−30

cm2 4. Additionally, large background noise and autofluorescence are
often observed for biological samples, which renders single-molecule
detection particularly challenging. Therefore, an enhancement of the
Raman scattering intensity on the order of 107 to 1010 is required for
single-molecule (SM) Raman measurements5,6.
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Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) exploits the product
of the squares of the incident electromagnetic (EM)field enhancement
and the polarizability enhancement at emission7. This is achieved by
exposingmolecules to EMhotspots generatedby roughmetal surfaces
or plasmonic nanoantennas8. For example, tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy has been applied to identify single proteins9. This tech-
nique exploits the high EM field enhancement at a sharp tip of a
plasmonic probe to boost the Raman scattering intensity of analytes
adsorbedon a substrate.Measuring spectra then requires scanning the
sample with the probe. On a single-particle level, gold or silver
nanostars feature sharp spikes, which provide a strong field enhance-
ment sufficient for single-molecule detection, albeit with limited
enhancement volume10. However, positioning an analyte precisely in
the tip region can be challenging and sharp tips can display a limited
stability11. A strong and highly confined EM field enhancement, by over
two orders of magnitude, is further obtained in so-called plasmonic
“hotspots” that occur due to plasmonic coupling between two nano-
particles forming a plasmonic dimer nanoantenna. In recent years,
many examples of plasmonic dimers have been demonstrated as
excellent probes for SM-SERS on dried samples12.

Optimizing the performance and applicability of plasmonic dimer
nanoantennas towards SM-SERS involves several factors. Most
importantly, the EM-field enhancement strength acts inversely to the
interparticle distance. This limits the hotspot sizes to a few nm and
requires accurate particle positioning. Furthermore, the analyte must
be locatedprecisely in the nanoparticle gap to benefit from the highest
field enhancement. This second point is not an easy feat, particularly if
one wants to add the analyte subsequently to preassembled dimers.

A highly successful approach for addressing both particle align-
ment and analyte positioning, is DNA self-assembly - the nanoscale
folding of DNA into complex three-dimensional geometries13,14. The
DNA origami method has been used to synthesize plasmonic dimer
nanoantennas with controlled interparticle distances as highly repro-
ducible and reliable SERS probes15–22. In particular, for example, SM-
SERS was achieved with “nanofork”21 and “funnel”18 DNA origami
designs, where the origami template hosting the analyte also spanned
the interparticle gap. As a result, the plasmonic hotspots of these
dimers were not freely accessible from the outside. Researchers have
therefore devised DNA origami templates that displayed “open
gaps”15,17. However, gaps in the range of ≈1–2 nm are typically required
with nanosphere dimers to obtain sufficient signal enhancement for
SM-SERS12. Such small hotspots cannot accommodate most proteins,
which are a few nm in size23.

Dimer gaps large enough to accommodate single proteins while
displaying a sufficientfieldenhancement for single-molecule detection
have been obtained by switching from nanospheres to other particle
shapes such as nanostars24–26, bipyramids27, and bowtie antennas19. For
example, single-protein SERS was demonstrated by Tanwar et al.,
where thrombin was bound to a DNA template and then sandwiched
between two bimetallic nanostars28. Heck et al.22 demonstrated SM-
SERS on biotin/streptavidin with self-assembled “nanolenses”made of
silver particles. Further, Zhan et al. reported non-resonant SERS of Cy5
in 5 nm wide gaps formed by DNA origami-assembled gold
nanotriangles19.

However,mostDNAorigami-assembleddimer structures for SERS
measurements are synthesizedby following a similar protocol: A single
dye or biomolecule is first attached to aDNA template, followed by the
plasmonic nanoparticle assembly around the analyte. The resulting
dimers are then typically purified by gel electrophoresis before con-
ducting a SERS measurement. This synthetic procedure carries the
advantage thatmost dimers are indeed labelledwith the analyte, which
is also positioned exactly in the plasmonic hotspot between the
particles.

Arguably, a strategy of building the plasmonic dimer around the
analyte is of limited use if one aims at identifying individual

biomolecules such as proteins from a liquid sample. A reverse scheme
based on capturing freely diffusing proteins from solution with a
specific binding antagonistwould bemore desirable and applicable, as
also pointed out by Tanwar et al.28. However, this requires accessible -
i.e. large and open - hotspots for single proteins to enter via diffusion,
while providing sufficient EM field enhancement over the protein
volume at the same time. The design of plasmonic dimer nanoanten-
nas with addressable binding sites thus requires finding a right balance
between hotspot volume and Raman enhancement.

Here, we report on a DNA-origami design that enables the tip-to-
tip alignment of gold nanorods (GNRs) with accessible interparticle
gaps. GNRs display a larger plasmonic field enhancement for their
longitudinal mode compared to gold nanospheres, due to an increase
in tip curvature to volume ratio, and reduced surface plasmon
damping29. The DNA origami-assembled gold nanorod dimers feature
plasmonic hotspots, which are ≈8 nm wide and thus accessible for
proteins of a smaller size from solution. This accessibility is demon-
strated by SM-SERS detection of streptavidin and thrombin, where the
analyte molecules enter the nanoantenna gaps during the SERS mea-
surement procedure. We support the use of DNA origami-assembled
nanorod dimers, as highly effective SERS probes, by comparing their
calculated enhancement factors to those of well-established gold
nanosphere dimers and other particle geometries.

Results
DNA origami design and assembly of GNR dimer nanoantennas
The assembly of GNR dimer nanoantennas by DNA origami is illu-
strated in Fig. 1a. The DNA template was designed as a ≈215 nm long
scaffold beammade of 14 DNAhelices arranged in a honeycomb cross-
section (Supplementary Fig. 1). The geometry of the origami was
confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2).

Each DNA origami beam exhibits two binding sites for attaching
the GNRs. Each binding site is composed of a group of 14 DNA capture
strands, which are spaced ~4 nm apart fromone another. Both capture
strands feature orthogonal sequences toprevent single nanorods from
bridging the binding sites when binding to the template: an 8 nt long
poly-A (A8), and a random (R’8) (ATGTAGGT) sequence.

The GNRs were synthesized with an aspect ratio (length:width) of
≈3, according to previously published protocols30. The average length
of the nanorods was ≈63 nm (Supplementary Fig. 3), which provides a
longitudinal plasmonmodewithin the bio-opticalwindow for tissue, at
around 690nm (Supplementary Fig. 4). The synthesized nanorods
were divided in two batches and functionalized with two different
types of thiolated, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), each complementary
to one of the two binding sites on the DNA origami support beam. A
small red-shift of the bulk GNR extinction spectrum by ≈2 nm was
observed after ssDNA coating, indicative of a small increase of the
effective external permittivity (Supplementary Fig. 4).

The GNRs were mixed with the DNA origami template in solution
to form dimers. Prior to use, gel electrophoresis was performed to
separate nanorod clusters and single nanorods from the target struc-
tures (Supplementary Fig. 5). The final GNRs dimers were analysed by
TEM (Fig. 1b). From two synthesized nanorod batches, a nanogap size
of 8.2 ± 2.6 nm and 8.6 ± 2.4 nm (tip-to-tip) was determined (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6), with a nanoroddimer yield (with tip-to-tip orientation)
of ≈55%. Subsequent SERS measurements on single dimers were con-
ducted under a dark-field microscope (DFM, Fig. 1c).

SM-SERS of Cy3.5 in water
To determine the performance of the GNR dimer-origami structures
for SM-SERS, samples hosting a single Cy3.5molecule in the plasmonic
hotspot between the nanorod tips were prepared (Fig. 2a). The mea-
surement was conducted by drop-casting a solution of the purified
nanoantennas onto a clean glass substrate. After a short incubation
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time (5-10min), individual nanoantennas were settled on the glass
surface and visible as bright, red spots in the DFM via their scattered
light (Fig. 2b). Following this procedure, an average density of ca.
1000-1500 dimers per mm² was obtained (Supplementary Fig. 7).
Furthermore, scattering spectra of individual structures were acquired
to analyse the longitudinalplasmon resonancepeakwith respect to the
Raman laser wavelength and to select suitable dimer nanoantennas for
following SERS measurements (Fig. 2c). In principle, one can estimate
the dimer gap size by reproducing the measured single dimer scat-
tering spectrum with numerical finite difference time domain (FDTD)
simulations (Supplementary Fig. 8). However, small deviations of the
nanorod geometry or the dimer alignment can influence the result,
which renders an unambiguous characterization without additional
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements challenging.

After having identified nanoantennas with DFM, SERS measure-
ments were carried out in water with a focused 671 nm continuous
wave (cw) laser at a power of 10mW. The measurements were con-
ducted using circularly polarized laser light to account for the random
orientation of the nanorod dimers on the substrate. As shown in the
heatmap displayed in Fig. 2d, the time-dependent SERS signal of the
Cy3.5 displayed fluctuations, which is a common feature observed in
SMmeasurements31,32. Two exemplary SERS spectra from the heatmap
(obtained with integration times of 0.5 s) are shown in Fig. 2e. Char-
acteristic Cy3.5 vibrational modes at ≈1270-1280 cm−1 (motions of
aromatic groups)33,34, ≈1350 cm−1 (central methine chain motion)33–35,
≈1463 cm−1 (asymmetric CH3 deformation)33–35, 1560 and 1590 cm–1

(N+ = C stretching motion)33,34,36, and ≈1610-1620 cm−1 (C=C stretching
mode)34,36 were identifiable (see also Table 1). The Cy3.5 SERS spectra
also displayed good agreement with a reference spectrum of Cy3.5
obtained from a gold-coated glass substrate.

After the SERS measurement, a second dark-field scattering
spectrum was taken to confirm that the nanorod dimer remained
stable during the process. The post-SERS scattering spectrum looked
almost identical in shape, although a small red-shift of the longitudinal
plasmon peak by ≈8 nm was observed in this case (Fig. 2c). One

potential source is attractive forces between the nanorods due to
plasmon coupling induced by the focussed laser beam, which could
pull the nanorods closer together, or a small contraction of the DNA
origami template during themeasurement. This in turnwould increase
the EM field enhancement, and could explain why Raman signals
appeared only a few seconds after the start of the measurement.
Strong plasmonic heating, which could destroy the dimer nanoan-
tenna by particle melting or degradation of the DNA origami was
avoided by performing the measurements in water, which has a sig-
nificantly higher thermal conductivity than air. This argument is sup-
ported by the fact that dark-field scattering pre- and post-SERS spectra
did not display a strong change. Additionally, a temperature increase
would have led to dissociation of the analyte molecule connected to
the DNA origami template by a single anchor strand37. Using lower
laser powers for acquiring spectra is generally desirable, even inbuffer,
to minimize any temperature effects on the DNA origami, but can
necessitate longer integration times. We therefore conducted protein
measurements with different laser powers (0.5-5mW) to balance both
effects on the SERS signal.

Single-protein SERS of streptavidin and thrombin
The applicability of the DNA origami GNR dimers for detecting pro-
teins was determined by SM-SERS measurements of streptavidin
(≈60 kgmol−1) and thrombin (≈36 kgmol−1). These proteins were cho-
sen, as theirmolecularweight is close to themeanweight of proteins in
eukaryotic cells (49 ± 48 kgmol−1)38. The tetrameric protein streptavi-
din has a diameter of ≈5 nm39, whilst thrombin has a hydrodynamic
diameter of 4.1 nm40. The gaps of dimer nanoantennas were therefore
large enough to accommodate a single protein.

To capture streptavidin from solution, the dimer hotspots were
functionalized with a single-stranded biotin-labelled DNA anchor. The
ability to define specific anchoring sites for single molecules on an
origami scaffold is a major strength of DNA origami technology and
has been demonstrated previously for many DNA origami designs to
conduct single-molecule SERS18,20,22,28 and single-molecule localization
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Fig. 1 | DNA origami design and dimer synthesis. a Gold nanorods are functio-
nalised with different sequences of thiolated ss (single-strand) DNA (either T or R).
Due to the differing labels, an individual nanorod can only bind to a designated
binding site on the DNA origami support beam (either A8 or R’8) and nanorod
dimers are formed. A docking site for the SERS analyte is precisely located between
the nanorod tips, which form the plasmonic hotspot. b TEM image of GNR dimers

assembled on the DNA origami support beam after sample purification.
c Schematic of the SERS dark-field microscopy setup. Individual dimer nanoan-
tennas are localized on a glass substrate byDFM. A 671 nm laser is coupled through
the objective to perform SERSmeasurements on single nanoantennas, with analyte
diffusing and binding into their hotspot gaps. A longpass (LP) filter is used to block
the laser from entering the spectrometer.
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microscopy41. In our case, the presence of a single anchoring site at the
centre of the nanorod dimer, alongwith limited accessible space in the
nanogaps ensured single-protein measurements.

The nanoantennas were drop-cast on a glass cover slip, and indi-
vidual dimers were identified by DFM. The complete measurement
comprised two steps. Firstly, SERS measurements of biotin-
functionalized dimers were conducted in TE buffer with a laser
power of 5mWto confirm thepresence of biotin in the hotspots and to
determine any background Raman signal stemming from the DNA
origami (Fig. 3a). The obtained spectra were dominated by a central
double peak at ≈1375 cm−1, which most likely stems from nucleobases
of the docking strand or origami template (ring breathing modes of T,
A, and G bases)42. However, weaker Raman peaks indicative of biotin
were also visible, at 1270 cm−1 (methylene group wagging)43,44,
1470 cm−1 (stretching of CH2)

43,44, and 1565 cm−1 (C-N stretch)43,45.
Next, streptavidin in TE bufferwas added to the sample. After this,

SERS spectra changed and additional peaks indicative for streptavidin
binding in the nanoantenna gap appeared (Fig. 3b). The additional
spectra displayed characteristic streptavidin Raman modes at
1239 cm−1 (amide III/β-sheet)43,44,46,47, 1336 cm−1 (tryptophan W7)43,44,46,
1560-1580 cm−1 (tryptophan W2)43,46 as well as 1670 cm−1 (amide I/ β-
sheet)43,46,47 (Fig. 3b), which also appeared in bulk measurements of
streptavidin (further examples of single dimer and bulk spectra are
shown in Supplementary Fig. 9). Furthermore, a strong peak at

≈1503 cm−1 was featured in the spectrum, which is not specific to
streptavidin and assignable to aromatic ring vibrations or N =H
stretching44,47.

To demonstrate the binding specificity of streptavidin capturing
by the dimer antennas, control measurements were conducted where
the DNA origami dimers were incubated with myoglobin instead of
streptavidin. Myoglobin was chosen to confirm specificity, as it is
smaller than streptavidin (17 kgmol−1; hydrodynamic radius ≈ 1.75 nm)48

and does not bind to the biotin anchor. Even after prolonged mea-
surements, we were not able to obtain a myoglobin SERS spectrum. In
comparison, measurements where myoglobin and streptavidin were
added at the same time, yielded a SERS spectrum matching the bulk
Raman spectrum of streptavidin (Supplementary Fig. 10).

To further test the viability of our approach, we conducted a
second experiment with thrombin, a globularly shaped enzyme
involved in blood coagulation, which is slightly smaller than
streptavidin49. As a binding antagonist, the anti-thrombin aptamer
HD22 was used to label the anchor point of the DNA template. HD22
consists of 29 nucleotides that form a duplex/G-quadruplex mixed
structure. From the SERS spectrum, the presence of the HD22 cannot
be unambiguously confirmed, since any Raman peaks could also ori-
ginate from the DNA origami itself. SERS measurements of the HD22
binding aptamer commenced in PBS buffer. Typical Ramanmodes for
DNAwereobserved at 1160-1170 cm−1 (G42,47), 1375 cm−1 (T,A, andG ring

Fig. 2 | Non-resonant SERS froma singleCy3.5molecule. a Sketchof the tip-to-tip
alignment of GNRs with Cy3.5 at the nanoantenna gap. b Dark-field microscopy
image of individual dimers on a glass substrate. Nanorod dimers are visible as red
spots. c Scattering spectra of the GNR dimer circled in (b) before (black) and after
(red) the SERS measurement. d Non-background subtracted SERS heatmap
(intensity in counts: cts, integration time of 0.5 s) obtained from the dimer
nanoantenna circled in b. e Single Cy3.5 Raman spectra (integration time of 0.5 s)

from themeasurement in d (at different points in time). Distinct Cy3.5 Ramanpeaks
are marked with purple dashed lines (peak assignment provided in Table 1). The
bulk spectrumwas acquired from a 10 µMsolutionof Cy3.5 thatwas dried on a gold
film that was sputtered onto a glass substrate. The scale bar marked by (*) of the
bulk spectra corresponds to 4000 cts. Source data are provided as a Source
Data file.
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breathing modes42,47), and 1574 cm−1 (G, A42,47). Additionally, a peak at
1230 cm−1 for antisymmetric phosphate stretching47 is assignable to
origami, linker DNA or/and the HD22 aptamer (Fig. 3c).

Next, thrombin was added. The following measurement on single
dimers was conducted with a laser power of 2mW. Again, thrombin
binding in hotspots was observable by SERS. Characteristic protein
peaks for thrombin at 1230-1250 cm−1 (amide III/β-sheet47,50) as well as
at 1360 cm−1 (tryptophan47,50), and ≈1550-1560 cm−1 (amide II range or
tryptophan47,50) appeared in the SERS spectrum obtained from indivi-
dual nanorod dimers. Notably, a characteristic amide I peak between
1639-1670 cm−147,50,51 was not reliably observed for all spectra. This
corresponds to findings, where the amide I vibrational mode can be
suppressed in protein SERS and TERS measurements, by Kurouski
et al.52 (Fig. 3d, additional dimer spectra and the thrombin bulk spec-
trum are shown in the Supplementary Fig. 9).

Theoretical Raman enhancement of GNR dimers
Based on the obtained SERS results, the question arises what field
enhancement can be expected in the plasmonic hotspots of the
nanorod dimers and whether single-molecule detection is feasible for
this nanoantenna geometry. We performed FDTD calculations for the
GNR dimer nanoantennas in water to determine the EM-field
enhancement for different gap sizes, and to benchmark the perfor-
mance of gold nanorod against nanosphere dimers. For these calcu-
lations, spherically end-capped nanorods with a width of 21 nm and a
lengthof 64 nmwere compared to goldnanosphereswithdiametersof
40, 60 and 80 nm. As shown in Fig. 4a, the maximum field enhance-
ment for nanorod dimers exceeds the field enhancement of two
nanospheres in the centre of the nanoantenna gap for all interparticle

distances between 2 and 10 nm. Even for a 6-7 nm gap, the central |E|4

enhancement for nanorod dimers exceeds 108. As an additional com-
parison, the field enhancement obtained in the centre of 5 nm gaps
between nanorods is similar to that of nanospheres with a gap length
of 3 nm. For the latter, non-resonant SM-SERS detection was reported
in literature21. Further illustrating this point, the hotspot volume in
which E/E0 (or enhancement factor EF) exceeds 100 (corresponding to
an |E|4 enhancement of 108) is on the order of 100nm³ for nanorod
dimers with a 5 nm large gap (approximately the size of a streptavidin
or thrombin molecule), whilst similarly arranged 60nm spheres fea-
ture an E/E0 of ≈ 50 (Fig. 4b, c). The latter is approximately the same
maximum field enhancement one would already obtain at the tip of a
single gold rod. We performed control measurements for streptavidin
attached to biotin with a DNA origami structure hosting a single rod
instead of a dimer (Supplementary Fig. 11). In this case, a protein SERS
spectrum could not be obtained. This finding is supported by simu-
lations, which show that the EF4 is ≈3 orders of magnitudes lower at
monomer tips compared to dimer gaps.

Compared to gold spheres, nanorods are also advantageous for
geometrical reasons. For the rods, even a short anchor strand that
protrudes from the DNA origami template into the nanogap, was suf-
ficient to localize the analyte molecule in the area of highest field
enhancement. For 60 nm nanospheres, assembled in the same con-
figuration, such a linker strand would have to be around as long as the
sphere radius (30 nm). With a typical ≈50nm persistence length of
double stranded DNA53, the exact positioning of analyte in the
nanoantenna hotspot54 would thus be less probable between spheres.

Discussion
The SM-SERS detection of freely diffusing streptavidin
(4.2 nm× 4.2 nm× 5.6 nm)39 and thrombin (4.5 nm×4.5 nm× 5.0nm)49

requires aminimumgap size of ≈5 nm to allow a single protein to enter
the hotspot. Increasing the gap size is generally detrimental to the
SERS enhancement, which makes the results presented here particu-
larly compelling. In theory, the GNR dimer system exceeds a reported
minimum EF4 requirements for SM-SERS of 107, even for ≈8 nm wide
gaps at their centre6. Also, there are other factors, including the gen-
eral nature of proteins, which are beneficial for SERS measurements.
For one, the proteins and their molecular subgroups examined here
are relatively large. Bigger molecules tend to be more polarizable, and
thus display larger Raman cross-sections8. Furthermore, the protein
subgroups often feature repeatedly in the protein’s secondary struc-
ture, such as the amide β-sheet in streptavidin. The observed peaks in
the SERS spectra are therefore not limited by individual molecular
vibrations. Instead, the observed peaks are a superposition of the
signal from all functional groups in themolecule that display the same
Raman active modes. This argument is further supported by the fact
that the hotspot volumebetween the nanorod tips is similar to the size
of a whole protein (Fig. 4b).

As stated previously, spectra were obtained with reduced laser
powers to avoid sample degradation. Calculations with the finite ele-
ment method (FEM) for nanorods separated by an 8 nm gap indicate
that dimer temperatures in water do not rise above ≈49 °C for a laser
power of 5mW (Supplementary Fig. 12). At these temperatures, the
onset of protein denaturation cannot be entirely excluded, which
along with a small degree of protein movement in the nanogap, can
explain the observed SERS fluctuations. Raman spectral fluctuations
could, however, also be indicative for carbonization of the analyte,
particularly in SM-SERS55, due to heating (up to several 100 °C), or
photochemical analyte transformations via hot-electrons56.

Carbonization is characterized by the emergence of broad carbon
D-band at ≈1350 cm−1 and a stronger G-band at ≈1580 cm−1 that dom-
inate the time-averaged spectrum. We did not observe carbon for-
mation in our single-protein measurements (Supplementary Fig. 13).
For one,Hecket al. have shown that gold is lessprone to inducecarbon

Table 1 | Raman peak assignment

HD22/DNA Peaks (cm−1) Assignment

1160-1170 DNA42,47

1230 Antisymmetric phosphate stretching47

1375 T, A, G ring breathing modes42,47

1490-1515 DNA & C47

1574 G, A42,47

1601 Thymine42

Cy3.5 Peaks (cm−1) Assignment

1270-1280 Motion of aromatic groups33,34

1350 Methine chain motion33–35

1463 CH3 asymmetric deformation33–35

1560 & 1590 N+=C stretching motion33,34,36

1610 − 1620 C=C stretching mode34,36

Biotin Peaks (cm−1) Assignment

1270 Methylene group wagging43,44

1470 Stretching of ring C-H2
43,44

1565 C-N stretching43,45

Streptavidin Peaks (cm−1) Assignment

1239 Amide III/β-sheet43,44,46,47

1336 Tryptophan W743,44,46

1367 Tryptophan W743,44,46, also DNA ring breathing42,47

1560-1580 Tryptophan W243,46

1670 Amide I/β-sheet43,46,47

Thrombin Peaks (cm−1) Assignment

1230-1250 Amide III/β-sheet47,50

1302−1310 Amide III or CH2 twisting in proteins or A, C47

1360 Tryptophan47,50

≈1550−1560 Amide II or tryptophan47,50

1639−1670 Amide I/β-sheet47,50,51
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formation compared to silver, possibly due to a favourable surface
chemistry57. Additionally, Bjerneld et al. reported that carbonization is
suppressed when SERS measurements are conducted in water58.

An additional important point to be considered is the probability
for a single protein to actually diffuse into a nanogap. The mean

diffusion time for single proteins (Supplementary Fig. 14) was
approximated with a 3D random walk model. In general, the mean
diffusion time is concentration dependent. For physiologically rele-
vant concentrations of thrombin59 the estimated time for a protein to
enter an available nanogap ranges from ≈2 h to ≈10 s respectively. For
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Fig. 4 | E-field enhancement for nanorod- compared to nanosphere dimers.
a Comparison of the calculated maximum E-field enhancement (at corresponding
resonance wavelengths) at the nanogap centre for different gold nanosphere- and
gold nanorod dimers. b Calculated maximum E-field enhancement distribution
between the tips of two nanorods (excited at 808 nm), assuming a tip-to-tip

distance of 5 nm. cCalculatedmaximum E-field enhancement distribution between
two 60nm gold spheres separated by 5 nm (excited at 607 nm). All calculations
were performed for nanostructures in water on a glass substrate at their hotspot
centre resonance.

Fig. 3 | SERS spectra of single proteins. aDFM image of the corresponding dimer
nanoantenna and sketch illustrating the nanogap filled with one biotin molecule,
with example SERS spectra of only biotin (intensity in counts: cts). b Sketch illus-
trating the process of streptavidin entering the hotspot and binding to biotin, with
SERS spectraobtained after adding streptavidin. The first spectrum in the stackwas
obtained shortly before streptavidinwas captured by the antenna.Additionalpeaks
corresponding to streptavidin are observed after the protein entered the nanogap
(three bottom spectra). Raman peaks indicative of biotin and streptavidin are

highlightedwith green andblue bars respectively (seeTable 1 for peak assignment).
c DFM image of the corresponding dimer nanoantenna and sketch illustrating the
nanogap filled with one aptamer, with SERS spectrum obtained from a dimer
nanoantenna with HD22 before thrombin attachment. d Sketch illustrating the
thrombin capturingprocess, with combinedHD22/thrombin SERS spectra. All SERS
spectrawere obtainedwith 0.5 s integration times. Ramanpeaks indicative of HD22
or thrombin, are highlighted with grey and red bars respectively (see Table 1 for
peak assignment). Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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our measurements, a concentration range between 330nM–4.2 µM
(streptavidin) and 6.9–61 µM (thrombin) was investigated. Individual
SERS spectrawereacquired fromdimer nanoantennas after incubation
times of at least a fewmin, which excludes themeandiffusion time as a
limiting factor. In fact,wedidnotobserve any clear influenceof analyte
concentration in our experiments. For the single-dimermeasurements
reported here, other factors, such as the individual dimer geometry
and the general orientation of the nanoantennas on the substrate play
a more important role.

Averaged over all of ourmeasurements, approximately ≈10-15% of
DNA origami dimers delivered SERS. At first glance, this yield appears
low. However, only dimers within a certain gap size range can be
expected to deliver a single-protein spectrum, when they are both
large enough to fit a single protein and small enough to provide suf-
ficient field enhancement. Additionally, not all nanorod dimers on the
substrate were aligned perfectly. An average alignment angle of 167°
was determined by TEM measurements (Supplementary Fig. 6). The
nanorod alignment itself does not alter the field enhancement in the
nanoparticle gap significantly up to anangleof 150°, as shownbyFDTD
calculations (Supplementary Fig. 15). It could, however, lead to mis-
alignment of the linker strand, and thus lower the accessibility of the
binding site in the hotspot. Potential strategies to improve the SERS
yield could include a further stabilization of the origami template,
which could be achieved by DNA silanization60.

To verify that the gap size is indeed critical, we performed mea-
surements with biotin-labelled dimer nanorod antennas on biotin-
binding immunoglobulin G (IgG, 0.13 µM). IgG is larger than strepta-
vidin and thrombin (≈150 kgmol−1; 14.5 nm× 8.5 nm× 4nm61; hydro-
dynamic diameter ≈10.6 nm62) and might not fit those nanogaps small
enough to deliver sufficient SERS. Indeed, we did not obtain any pro-
tein SERS spectrum of IgG, even after extended incubation times
beyond 100min. This also confirms that unspecific protein binding to
the dimer antennas does not yield a SERS signal.

However, the IgG control measurement raises the question of how
the antenna design could be optimized to obtain reliable SM-SERS of
even larger molecules. In principle, beyond optimising the existing
DNA-origami scaffold, two strategies can be envisioned: (i) one could
use nanorods with sharper tips that provide a larger field enhancement,
or, (ii) additional nanorods could be aligned in a trimer or tetramer
structure to obtain larger openings for molecules to enter. We have
performed a theoretical study comparing these scenarios (Supple-
mentary Fig. 16). For sharper tips (at the gap), one finds that the EF is
indeed higher close to the particle surface (similar to the tips of gold
nanostars or -triangles) but decreases around the nanogap centre.
Furthermore, sharp tips are generally more prone to melting and
deformation upon laser excitation, even at low intensities. Blunter tips,
on the other hand, provide a larger volume of more homogenous field
enhancement, which is beneficial for proteins occupying almost the
entire hotspot between the nanorods. As mentioned earlier, SERS of
proteins benefits froma superposition of the SERS signal obtained from
all Raman active vibrations of the molecule. Therefore, nanorods with
spherical ends appearwell suited toobtain a signal of thewhole protein.

Adding more nanorods to form trimer and tetramer structure
(Supplementary Fig. 16) can provide larger hotspots for analytes bound
in the centre of the structure, and an additional axis of SERS
enhancement (as dimers only enhance Raman along one spatial direc-
tion). However, for circularly polarised light, the strongest plasmonic
coupling in this case is obtained between neighbouring nanorods.
Central gaps formed by the trimer and tetramer antennas do - even
when accounting for twice the field enhancement axes - not provide a
strongermaximumRamanenhancement than similar dimers. However,
for future studies of larger proteins (such as IgG), withmore molecular
subgroups, such designs might present a viable strategy.

Finally, practical factors in favour of nanorod dimers are con-
sidered. For one, the nanoantennas display plasmon resonances at

wavelengths above 670 nm. This is an advantage, as the auto-
fluorescence background of biological samples lies at lower wave-
lengths. Additionally, for SERS, the plasmonic nanoantennas operate
fully within the near-infrared (NIR) or bio-optical window of tissue,
where light has a high penetration depth. Since the nanoantennas are
assembled and stabilized by the DNA origami in solution, they are
freely deployable and could be injected as SERS probes into tissue and
potentially operate in living cells. Combined with their addressability
for specific biologically relevant proteins, future GNR dimer based
in situ or in vivo measurements appear tangible. To realize such
measurements, the nanosensors could be further protected by a layer
of silica to preserve their integrity in cells. Importantly, site-specific
silanization of DNA origami has already been demonstrated63,64,
showing that it is indeed possible to selectively protect nanoantennas
without hindering the binding of analyte molecules to be detected.

Methods
Chemicals
Ascorbic acid (99%), gold (III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4, 99%), hex-
adecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, ≥99%), magnesium
chloride (MgCl2, ≥98%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, ≥98%), hydro-
chloric acid (HCl, 37%), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 10% in H2O), as
well as streptavidin (SKU 189730 and S4762), thrombin (SKU 1.12374),
IgG (anti-biotin antibody produced in goat, SKU B3640) and myoglo-
bin (from horse skeletal muscle; SKU M0630) were acquired from
Sigma-Aldrich. Silver nitrate was purchased from TCI America (99%).
All DNA strands were acquired from Eurofins Genomics and Biomers
GmbH. Ultrapure water (resistivity: 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C) was obtained
from a Milli-Q water purification system. All chemicals were used as
received without further purification or treatment.

DNA origami scaffold design and synthesis
The DNA origami structure was designed using caDNAno software65,66

A honeycomb lattice of 14 DNA strands (14 HB) with a total length of
215 nm was used. Two binding sites for nanorods were introduced
along the surface of DNA origami. The gap between the nanorod
binding sites featured the anchor strand for the analyte. Each binding
site consisted of 14 staple strands extended by 8 nucleotides pro-
truding out of the structure. The binding sites were extendedwith two
different sequences, i.e. A8 (poly-A8 - AAAAAAAA) and R’8 (Random’ -
ATGTAGGT). In the hotspot, two complementary DNA strands were
introduced to elevate theCy3.5 dye, the biotinmolecule, and theHD22
aptamer above the DNA origami surface. The origami strand diagram
and details on the hotspot design can be found in Supplementary
Fig. 1. DNA sequences are given in Supplementary Table 1.

The folding of 14 HB DNA origami was carried out in TE buffer
(Sigma-Aldrich) containing 10nM of an 8634 nt scaffold, 100nM DNA
staples, 10mMTris (Sigma-Aldrich), 1mMEDTApH8, and24mMMgCl2
(Sigma-Aldrich). Firstly, the mixture was heated up to 65 °C to ensure
denaturation of all DNA strands and then cooled down to 4 °C in 19 h
using a thermo cycler. The DNA origami structures were purified from
an excess of DNA staples using filtration (100kgmol−1 Amicon filters,
5min, 10,000× g). Filtration was repeated at least 5 times until no DNA
signal was observed in the filtrate. To ensure the stability of the struc-
tures TE 6mMMgCl2 buffer was added after each centrifugation step.

Synthesis and functionalization of Au nanorods
Gold rods were synthesized using the seed-mediated method devel-
oped by Ming et al.30. The amount of silver ions during synthesis was
varied to tune the nanorod aspect ratio. In the first stage of the
synthesis, small gold nanoparticles (i.e., seeds) were formed by
injecting a freshly-prepared, 4 °C NaBH4 solution (0.6mL, 10mM) into
a rapidly stirred solution of HAuCl4 (0.25mL, 10mM) and CTAB
(9.75mL, 100mM). Stirring was continued for 10min. Subsequently,
the solutionwas transferred to a thermostat andkept at 30 °C for 2 h. In
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the following step, obtained seeds were diluted 10x in a CTAB solution
(0.1mL seeds and 0.9mL, 100mMCTAB), and then added to amixture
of CTAB (100mL, 0.1M), HAuCl4 (5mL, 10mM), AgNO3 - 1mL (for
batch R1) or 0.75mL (for batch R2) with 10mM, HCl (2mL, 1M), and
ascorbic acid (0.8mL, 100mM). After introducing the seed solution,
the mixture was gently stirred for 10 s and then kept at 30 °C for 2 h.
The solution turned red during this time, indicating the growth of gold
rods. To remove any excess of reagents, the nanorod solutions were
centrifuged two times for 10min at 5000× g and re-dispersed in a
0.2mM CTAB solution. Before functionalization with DNA, the nanor-
ods were once again centrifuged for 10min at 5000× g and re-
suspended in 0.1% SDS solution. The dimensions (length and width) of
the obtained gold nanorods were 63.4 nmx 20.5 nm (batch R1) and
62.7 nmx 24.0 nm (batch R2) (Supplementary Fig. 3).

The nanorods were labelled with two different 5’ thiolated DNA
sequences to enable their binding to the DNA origami structures: poly-
T19 and Random (TTCTCTACCACCTACAT). Both of them were com-
plementary to DNA sequences of the binding sites on the DNA origami
beam. Nanoparticle functionalization was carried out via a freeze and
thaw method67. In this method, the growth of ice crystals during a
freezing process increases the local concentration of both nano-
particles and DNA molecules, which enables a high labelling yield.
Here, 300 µL, 0.1% SDS solution of 3 nM rods were mixed with 200 µL
of 100 µM ssDNA to get a final ratio of GNR/DNA= 1/22,222. After-
wards, the solutionwas placed in −80 °C for 30min, and thenmelted in
an ultrasonic bath. Functionalized nanorods were purified from an
excess of DNA strands using electrophoresis (1% agarose, 70 V, 2 h in 1
x TAE, 11mM MgCl2 buffer).

Binding of nanoparticles to DNA origami
The synthesis of nanoroddimers onDNAorigamiwas realized through
hybridization between DNA-functionalized nanorods and com-
plementary strands on a DNA origami surface. Firstly, 20 µL of 20 nM
rods solutionwasadded to20 µLof 2 nM14HBunder vigorous stirring.
Then, the solution was annealed from 45 °C to 20 °C for 20 h. Finally,
the obtained dimers were purified from an excess of unbound
nanorods by gel electrophoresis (1% agarose, 70 V, 2 h in 1 x TAE, 11mM
MgCl2 buffer).

TEM measurements
For TEM imaging, 3 µL of sample solution were dropped onto formvar-
coated grids (300mesh Cu, Ted Pella Inc). After 1min the solution was
removed with a paper filter, and the sample was negatively stained for
10 s using 2% Uranyl formate solution. All TEM measurements were
carried out using a JEM-1101 electron microscope (JEOL) with an
accelerating voltage of 80 kV.

Deposition of GNR dimers on glass slides
For SERS, dark-field, and SEM measurements obtained dimers were
deposited on the surface of 170 µm thick glass slides (Carl Roth GmbH,
Germany). Firstly, glass slides were thoroughly cleaned by bath soni-
cation in Hellmanex III (Sigma-Aldrich), acetone, isopropanol, and in
Milli-Q water for 15min each. Afterwards, glass slides were plasma
cleaned in oxygen atmosphere for 5min. Finally, 50 µL of diluted
dimers solution was deposited on the surface for 1min, followed by
rinsing in distilled water and blow-dried with nitrogen.

Optical microscopy and spectroscopy
Dark-field microscopy and spectroscopy as well as SERS measure-
ments were carried out with a Zeiss Axio Scope A1. For dark-field illu-
mination a Zeiss oil condenser (NA 1.2–1.4), and an unpolarised
halogen white light source were used. A Canon EOS 6D was used for
image acquisition. Fluid levels were kept at ≈100μL, by injecting
deionised water, to compensate for evaporation during the measure-
ments. A Zeiss Achroplan 100x NA 1.0 objective was used for SERS

measurements in water. Dark-field scattering images in air were taken
with a Zeiss Epiplan 50x/NA 0.7 objective. Spectra were taken with a
Princeton Instruments Acton SP2500 grating, coupled to a Princeton
eXcelon CCD detector. A 671 nm Laser (500mW model, Laser Quan-
tum) was used for SERS measurements. Background subtraction was
employed for the Raman spectra in Fig. 2e (Cy3.5), as well as those in
Supplementary Figs. 8 and 10b (except for: Myoglobin only), for
improved visual clarity.

Numerical simulations
3D random walk modelling was used to estimate the concentration
dependent mean diffusion time (MDT) of a protein for entering a
nanogap (Supplementary Fig. 14). For the model, a fixed step-size of
4 nm, in a 400nmx400nmx400nm large simulation box with
reflective surfaces, and a freestanding 4 nm× 4 nm× 4 nm target “hit-
box” was assumed. Different numbers of proteins were placed ran-
domly in different locations of the simulation box. The simulations
were run 100 times each. Step-times were approximated with the dif-
fusion time of the 4 nm step-size. For this, diffusion coefficients D of
streptavidin (7.72 · 10−11 m² s−1) and thrombin (1.06 · 10−10 m² s−1) were
calculated using the diffusion equation

D=
kB � T

6π � r � η ð1Þ

Here, hydrodynamic radii r of 2.82 nm for streptavidin62 and 2.05 nm
for thrombin40 were used. To determine the MDTs, step-times were
multiplied with average step-counts until a particle landed in the
hitbox. Mean diffusion times are inversely related to protein
concentration [protein], with MDTS. = 8.4 s µM [streptavidin]−1 for
streptavidin, and with MDTT. = 6.1 s µM [thrombin]−1 for thrombin.

FDTD calculations were done with Lumerical (2020a FDTD Solver
Version 8.23.2194, and newer). Meshing for 21 nm×64 nmGNR, as well
as 40 and 60 nm sphere-based dimers was set to 0.2 nm. For 80 nm
sphere dimers, as well as the trimer and tetramer meshing was set to
0.4 nm. The mesh-volume embedding the particle was sized with an
extra margin of ≈10% per spatial dimension. The overall simulation
region was 4 µmx4 µm×4 µm in size. For dimers, min boundary con-
ditions were set to asymmetric along, and symmetric perpendicularly
to the polarization axis and the poynting vector of the linearly illumi-
nating TFSF plane wave source. The light source was polarised along
the dimers’ long axes, directed perpendicularly to the substrate plane
(Supplementary Fig. 8). For the trimer and tetramer structures, two
90° phase and polarization shifted TFSF sources were used to account
for additional geometric symmetries (here no symmetric boundary
conditions were employed). Field enhancement factors were gained
from hotspot centres, and renormalized with field strengths at an
empty substrate under similar illumination conditions. The simula-
tions were run until 10−5 as a fraction of the initial energy remained in
the system. Material parameters for glass68, water68, and single-
crystalline gold69 were taken from literature.

Heating of GNR dimers was modelled using COMSOL Multi-
physics (version 5.2a). Meshing was set to be physics-controlled and
extra fine. The simulation volume was 1 µm x 1 µm x 1 µm large, half
water, half glass, with a boundary surface temperature of 20 °C.
Material parameters were derived from the database of the software.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding authors upon request. Source data are provided with
this paper.
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Code availability
Python codeused to implement the randomwalkmodel for estimating
hotspot diffusion times is available from the authors upon request.
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